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Paperbacks

FRANCIS BACON
I N YO U R B L O O D
by Michael Peppiatt

404PP,
BLOOMSBURY,
£9.99

ÌÌÌÌÌ

As a young art history student,
Peppiatt was whirled into
Bacon’s inner circle of Lucian
Freud and some variously camp
and sinister hangers-on. Since
his acclaimed 1996 scholarly
biography, Francis Bacon:
Anatomy of an Enigma, Peppiatt
has been waiting to tell the more
personal side of the story, and
the narrative comes hurtling
intoxicatingly off the page.

A BEAUTIFUL
QUESTION
by Frank Wilczek

438PP,
PENGUIN,
£9.99

ÌÌÌÌÌ

A book that induces an almost
vertiginous sensation of peering
through layers of theories
down to the true nature of the
universe. Wilczek, a Nobel
Prize-winning theoretical
physicist, sets out to answer a
deceptively simple question:
“Does the world embody
beautiful ideas?” This is, at
times, a challenging text, but is
well worth the effort.

THIS IS LONDON
by Ben Judah

424PP,
PICADOR,
£9.99

ÌÌÌÌÌ

Judah has travelled the length
and breadth of London,
talking to those too often
airbrushed from the picture: the
immigrants, the underclass, the
Tube cleaners and dishwashers
whose work, often invisible,
allows the rest of us to live our
gilded lives. This is an important
book – one that should open our
eyes to the price others often pay
for our comfort.
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